
Drone deliveries begin; Ukraine’s election is no punchline 
U.S. labor stats; U.K. inflation; Apple and Alphabet earnings 
New U.S. sanctions on Cuba will likely backfire

How Fiat Chrysler survived without its indispensable CEO

▼ What does Generation Z want (to buy)?

America’s malls win them over, one iPhone at a time
In China they rely on their friends, not stores
Sorry, Detroit, but a lot of Gen Zers don’t even want a car
Five recessions later, Japanese kids are frugal
Gen Z shoppers: Opinionated, ethical, and hard to reach

Ride-sharing Uber tries data-sharing with the police 
Can Snapchat snap back in Brazil?
Visiting the robot farmers of California’s lettuce factory

High-rises, no taxes: The Macklowe guide to real estate 
Green bonds try to fight climate change

Extortion thrives under Brazil’s law-and-order president 
Australia signals a left turn

Trump has little to show from getting tough on Tehran 
Life after Mueller for one of the scandal’s bit players 
Catalonia still struggles to find its place in Spain 
Whom do Mexico’s powerful unions really represent?

Protecting miners with a gold blockchain 
Does property insurance cover a corporate hack?

Private jets, your way
Put a bit of beauty on your bookshelves
Bringing up baby is easy—when the data’s on your side
Boots to get an angler way off the beaten track
The eight best sandwiches New York has to offer

If you need chips and beer in the land of the rising sun, 
you may have to wait for the rising sun



FEATURES 42 Turkey and Venezuela’s Dark Deal
A mysterious middleman profits while millions suffer

48 Taking On Forced Arbitration
Lee Stowell may meet the boys at Cantor Fitzgerald in court after all

52 The Future of Steak Depends on Science
Researchers work to breed flavorful beef that can withstand climate change
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